
Round 7
deadline for images is Friday 23 April



Image 01 - Colin Ellison Title: Tree of Imagination
Camera Canon 650D
Lens Tamron 24-70mm
ISO 100
Shutter Speed 1/60
Aperture f/3.5
I came across this tree whilst travelling to Crewe on
the last weekend before lockdown. I was really taken
by the tree and thought that one shot did not do it
justice so I wandered round the tree taking a shot
from each side. I then decided to make a montage of
the photos with the smaller inserts highlighting more
of the details.

Ian Bramwell: This is a good example of how a group of images can tell more of a story and give a better understanding of the subject. This montage shows
different viewpoints of the tree and also some closer details and therefore has more impact than a single image of the tree. This technique can work particularly
well as a slideshow showing one image at a time.

Rick Cowley: Very interesting series of images, well put together. Good to have the 4 close-ups to give more information What a fascinating thing for the Lord
Lieutenant to donate! I suppose from a photographic viewpoint you could moan that the lighting is flat and the sky is uninteresting, but I don’t think that matters
at all here. Well spotted Colin.

Jim Doyle: Fascinating image works well as a montage.

Dave Greenwood: Interesting tree, I like the inclusion of some details and wondered how long they would survive in Whitworth??

Colin Hubbard: I like photo montages (as you all know) and this one works very well. I would usually place the smaller images at the top but in this instance I
think Colin has got it exactly right as the space surrounding the trees makes the top images feel lighter. The presentation is also excellent with a natural flow
from left to right and a perfect balance of the detailed images below. It’s a pity that the lighting was so poor so it’s probably worth another visit.

Tom Moore: Really like the idea of this 360-degree view plus the selection of smaller images to complete the picture. All sharp and well composed. It gives a
very clear idea of the of the tree as seen in reality.

Andy Spencer: These images don't really do it for me but it's been well photographed and put together.



Image 02 - Dave Greenwood Title: Icy Falls
Camera: Canon 5d Mk3
Lens: Canon EF 24-105 at 24mm
ISO: 100
Shutter speed:1/30 hand held.
Aperture: f/11
Taken up at Lee Quarry on a mind numbingly cold
walk, I just thought this sums up the rugged, harsh
area in which we are so lucky to live. Very slightly
processed in CC.

Ian Bramwell: A good photograph typical of the disused
quarries in this area. Orange and blue colours
complement each other very well in many images. In my
opinion, for this image of the quarry face and the water,
the blue of some of the ice is too strong and looks
unnatural. This happens when the blue of the sky is
extensive, and any snow and ice that is in shadow reflects
the blue light from the sky. The human eye and brain
know the snow is white and compensate for the blueness,
but it becomes more noticeable in a photograph.
Consequently, I would suggest reducing the blue colour in
the shadow areas.

Colin Ellison: The more I look at this shot the more
appealing it becomes. At first glance it looked like two
photographs split in the middle. I tried to turn this middle
line into a sand colour to make it less obvious as a split
photo and it seemed to work without detracting from the
original. It has good foreground interest and real

character in the rock face.

Rick Cowley: A good shot with interesting shapes and colours, with the rocks giving foreground interest. I like the muted reflections in the water and the snow
and ice giving more interest to the cliff face. Sorry it was so cold, but you have to suffer for your art, you know!

Jim Doyle: Very nice image I like the foreground rocks & the ice n the back ground.

Colin Hubbard: Our chairman never ceases to amaze me; a winning image regardless of subject. This is Lee Quarry to a tee, cold, rugged and fantastic
reflections and the distinct line across the centre just proves that the ‘rule’ of thirds is not a rule but a guide. Losing a quarter of the top or bottom would have
ruined it. The rocks in the foreground and the cliffs in the background really bring out the scale of the scene.

Tom Moore: Sharp image bearing in mind hand held at 1/30th. Good use of settings to convey the cold conditions. Nice reflections in the water.

Andy Spencer: A nice composition with foreground interest. The coldness of the blues complement the orangey/brown in the water. There is good detail in the
rocks with some nice light on the right the image too. Very good.



Image 03 - Rick Cowley Title: A Cold Winter’s Walk
Camera: Canon 760D
Lens: Tamron 16-300mm at 48mm
ISO: 100
Shutter speed: 1/125
Aperture: f/9
Taken in February this year on a (very cold!) walk
from home to the hills on the east side of the
Whitworth valley, looking further east towards the
main Pennine chain. I was taken by the light snow
covering still revealing the vegetation beneath and
the different shades of colour in the landscape, plus
the feeling of space and general solitude. The
isolated buildings just visible to the centre right of the
picture are the Children’s Moorland Home. (Note to
Leo: the two walkers were really there, and were
really wearing a red hat and red coat – I did not
Photoshop them in!). Just a touch of extra contrast
and clarity added, plus a bit of cropping.

Ian Bramwell: A good general view across a valley in
wintery conditions. There isn’t a strong point of interest,
but the walkers do add a subject focal point. Perhaps this
image would benefit from selective and subtle tonal
adjustments to emphasize the different elements within.

Colin Ellison: Overall I thought that this photo was too
dark and with a little tweaking with levels makes a big
difference. I lightened up the foreground just below the

tree line and then lightened the dark trees a little followed by the sky separately. I finally boosted the colour of the grass in the foreground. What a difference.

Jim Doyle: Nice view the foreground appears to be o the dark side may benefit from a tweak in shadows.

Dave Greenwood: I did a fair few cold walks over the winter and took a lot of images like this, I just find it a little flat with no real point of interest upon which to
settle.

Colin Hubbard: Nice winter shot of our wonderful Pennine moors which retain a surprising amount of colour in any season. The foreground gives a great sense
of depth to the image and I like the cold bloom of blue mist in the valley. It looks to be quite a bright day so would it be possible to brighten up and show more
detail in the distant hills and sky? And would it be a better image if that pylon on the horizon disappeared?

Tom Moore: Choice of aperture and shutter speed produced a very pleasant image. Good contrast between patches of snow and vegetation. Pylon on right hand
side could be cloned out, a bit distracting.

Andy Spencer: Another shot of our beautiful valley. The photo is well balanced compositionally and well shot but I find it lacks a focal point and you end up
wondering round the photo. The light also looks a bit flat which doesn't help.



Image 04 - Colin Hubbard Title: Submariner

Camera: Canon EOS 600D
Lens: Canon EF-S 60mm
macro
ISO: 100
Shutter Speed: 1/125
Aperture: f/6.3
An iconic design dating back
to 1954, the Rolex
Submariner is a watch that
lives up to its name in
accuracy and waterproofing,
but at around £10k a pop, not
the average diver’s choice!
Essentially it’s a piece of
jewellery for the super rich.
The nearest I’ll ever get to
one is the V & A where I’ve
taken many of my ‘record’
photos. Taking a photo of a
small object in a glass case
creates all sorts of problems
with lighting and reflections so
I’ve taken a leaf out of the
Lines’ book and enhanced the
image with elements of vector
illustration. So, here’s the
challenge: in your
comments please try to
identify the elements of the
image which are drawn over
the original photo. And
here’s one clue: I was born on
29th July.

Ian Bramwell: This image has
been skilfully edited to produce, I
presume, a particular desired
effect. The effect has changed
the image from looking like a
photograph to looking like an art

graphic for perhaps an advertisement. To respond to Colin’s challenge, I would think every element in the
image has had some sort of attention. The eye is drawn to the number 2 of the date which could be how a 2 is
on a Rolex watch, i.e., slightly wonky. The four little specular highlights all look identical despite being on
surfaces that are at a different angle to a light source, so I presume these have been added. I could be
completely off the mark with these comments – just have to wait and see.

Colin Ellison: Good memory shot especially under the conditions you were faced with. I like the two stars on
the left hand edges of the watch. I keep checking to see that the second hand isn’t moving!

Rick Cowley: A very arresting image of the Rolls-Royce of watches – but not a touch on my £20 Timex! I
appreciate the reflection and lighting problems you must have faced, and have no idea what “vector
illustration” is (theme for a future workshop perhaps?) but it seems to do the trick. Well, I suppose you put in
the date then – and possibly also the little light stars at the top and bottom left of the strap.

Jim Doyle: Nice image the foreground appears to be on watch face that has been enhanced ? Beautiful sharp
record shot.

Dave Greenwood: Interesting study of a watch, I would most likely have tried to zoom even further in and
isolated it even more, part is or can be greater than the whole.

Tom Moore: I won’t get involved in a commentary on the technicality mentioned as I haven’t a clue how to go
about it. This is a very striking image there is really sharp distinction between the watch and the background,
the lines are very sharp and a good colour range all make it jump off the screen.



Andy Spencer: Looks like the date was put in. Again not something for me and I have no idea what vector illustration is but it's been very well processed and
has a pleasing texture.

Colin Hubbard: Full marks to Mr Bramwell! The only photograph here is the blue carpet tile which forms the
background. The date is deliberately wonky because on a real watch it’s viewed through a tiny magnifier in the
glass. The whole of the watch comprises vector drawings of the component elements, some of which you can
see here in the mono outline version. A few months ago Dave Greenwood mentioned to me that an Adrian Lines
competition image contained a snake for which no original photograph existed; he had simply drawn it onto the
composite image. Who knows what else was drawn? Here are a few pointers to future discussions.

L&CPU competition rules make no mention of ‘photographs’, they just refer to ‘images’, so my watch would be
fully compliant.

‘Record’ images used to be quite popular but now seem to have fallen out of favour. However, if somebody
enjoys record imaging, is there an important difference between pixels that have been recorded through curved
glass onto a sensor and those that have been recorded onto a solid state disc via a drawing tablet? And what
about scanned images?

When we have looked at the L&CPU and ICPA circulating portfolios we have often seen genuine photographs
that have had ‘painterly’ effect filters applied that have produced very realistic effects. What is the difference
between a digital image created this way and one that is created in a drawing program, other than the latter
needing far more creative talent, (which regrettably I don’t possess), than the former?

Just before I joined the club in 2007 there had been an acrimonious split as a consequence of differing opinions
on digital versus film
photography. Is the progress
of digital art a threat or an
opportunity for camera clubs?

Vector or Raster? A quick
explanation if you’re
interested. Photoshop and
Affinity Photo have drawing tools which most of us rarely or never use. Some
of us might use the pen tool for selections. The use of these tools will change
some of the pixels of the image. The whole of the image still comprises pixels
and if you zoom in you can see the individual pixel squares. If you did the
same in Affinity Designer in Pixel Mode you would get exactly the same result.
However, if you switch to Vector Mode in Designer, or you commit to Adobe’s
outrageously expensive Illustrator, the brushes and pen tools apply vector
shapes and tones. The advantage of vector is that no pixels are harmed in the
making of images. The software simply records geometric references and, if
you zoom in, the lines and shapes are redrawn and rescaled accordingly. This
is particularly useful for record imaging, such as the watch, as it can be
resized without limit and with no loss of detail. The canvas size I used was 30
cm x 40 cm. Here is a small section zoomed in at 1000%.



Image 05 - Jim Doyle Title: Table Mountain
Camera: Nikon D200
Lens: Sigma 18-50mm @ 27mm
ISO 100
Shutter Speed: 1/50
Aperture: F3.5
We were on an evening sail towards Robin Island
Cape Town South Africa. Looking back I was
fascinated by the unusual cloud formation above
table mountain. It is one of 10 photographs taken of
the scene. It has been cropped to envelope to
remove unwanted sea.

Ian Bramwell: This is an interesting and very colourful
image. However, the colours look oversaturated to me, but
they could be accurate to the conditions at the time. Even
if it is an accurate representation, I think the image could
benefit from a few adjustments to certain areas to reduce
some colours and to tweak contrast and exposure.

Colin Ellison: An impressive photo. The reds really draw the eyes in and the clouds are dramatic both in colour and the way they are covering some of the
rocks. I did try zooming in and cropping but all the elements are needed in this photo.

Rick Cowley: A fascinating panorama with, as you say, an unusual – and somewhat threatening – sky. The red structures centre left draw the eye somewhat
and perhaps could have been toned down a wee bit. The cropping is well done – as we’ve been advised many time before by judges you don’t want too much
featureless water in the foreground!

Dave Greenwood: Maybe the cloud " IS " the image and everything else is merely a confused distraction?

Colin Hubbard: What an incredible sky! JMW Turner would have been proud of it. The treatment that Jim has given it has really made the most of the
opportunity and the cropping is just right. The clouds swirling round the mountain to the right add to the drama. I can understand why Jim has intensified the red
structures on the coast but on this occasion I think that I would have toned them down so as to not distract attention from the sky which, for me, is the main
attraction.

Tom Moore: A very foreboding sky well captured. Not a day to sail to Robben Island! An unusual image of an iconic mountain (of which there are many- most
notable being “Angel Cloud” by Agi Orfanos) Despite the low light conditions the Nelson Mandela Gateway Building has been well caught.

Andy Spencer: A very atmospheric shot and again a nice composition. Almost looks like lenticular clouds are trying to form over the mountain. Perhaps a slight
reduction in saturation would help especially with the red what looks like an oil rig that draws the eye away from the clouds.



Image 06 - Andy Spencer Title: Puffin
Camera: Nikon D7500
Lens: Nikon 200-500mm 5.6 at 500mm
ISO: 1000
Shutter Speed: 1/1600
Aperture: f/6.3
This was taken in 2019 on Skomer Island. This is a
wonderful place to visit if you are in SW Wales for
any length of time. I found this after I went through
my 2019/20 photos over Xmas and found a few that
could be usable (perhaps it's photo blindness when
you are trawling through 500/600 shots per session)
Anyway the Puffins are there for 2/3 months and you
can get very close as they seem to be used to
humans. They are comical little creatures and very
photogenic. They also move quicker than you think
when flying to say they have little wings so beware.
You can only go during the daytime by boat. You can
stay overnight which is very hard to book so you're
not going to get the best golden light perhaps but
there are plenty of decent shots to get despite an
insistent niece dragging you round the island!

Ian Bramwell: A very good image of a Puffin. I like the
position and stance of the bird in the image and also the
out of focus vegetation to the background. The vegetation
in the foreground is somewhat intrusive and may have
been better if there was some detail showing.

Colin Ellison: Up to Andy’s usual standard. My only thought is that the colours of the puffin could have been boosted ever so slightly. Very nicely framed in the
shot.

Rick Cowley: A lovely portrait of a charming bird – very well caught. I always think the markings around their eyes give them a slightly bemused and worried
look! Good out-of-focus foreground and background isolates the in-focus main subject. The bird is well positioned on one of the thirds and looking into the rest
of the picture. The lighting was perhaps not the best and gives the puffin a slightly dull appearance, but I think it’s still a great shot. Lucky nieces being taken to
places like that!

Jim Doyle:Wonderful shot, like the depth of field in the image.

Dave Greenwood: Nice study of a Puffin I am of the opinion that there is perhaps a bit to much empty space within the shot??

Colin Hubbard: Another fantastic shot from our wildlife expert! If this was being judged in a competition I would expect comments about cropping closer into the
bird but, for me, the space gives essential context. The very long lens has left the puffin pin sharp but completely blurred the foreground and background so that



it stands out more clearly. Another place to get images like this is Lunga Island off the Isle of Mull, late May and early June to get the coloured bills. They’re so
friendly that you sometimes have to gently nudge them off your lens.

Tom Moore: Very nice image of a cute bird. Principle details are sharp against a well blurred background. Well composed and positioned in the frame.



Image 07 - Tom Moore Title: Shapes and Shadows
Camera: Pentax K-x
Lens: Pentax 18—55 kit lens @18mm
ISO: 400
Shutter speed: 1/100
Aperture: f/4
Taken on the spiral inside the Guggenheim Museum
in New York. It was untitled (just being moved in/out
who knows). What caught my attention was the fact
that the shapes echoed the curved external design of
this iconic building. I tried to capture the varied depth
of the shadows cast by a combination of lights.
Didn’t have time to change any of the settings from a
previous shot --it was a busy crowded space.

Ian Bramwell: There are lots of shapes and textures here
in this sculpture, however, I’m not surprised there isn’t a
title, is it a seal on an ice flow? (that could be an
interesting challenge for members to title it!). As with
Image 01, this type of object has potential for a series of
images taken from different viewpoints and details.

Colin Ellison: Unusual but I think it falls a little short.
Basically there are four items in the shot but only two
shapes. This photo would, I think, have looked more
dramatic as a black and white photo as there is little
contrast in the colours.

Rick Cowley: How rude, I thought when I first saw this!
But then I read Tom’s commentary and then it made
sense. I like the yellow/brown colour palette and the series
of curves and shadows, altogether making a pleasing
composition. Well caught, especially in the circumstances
you describe.

Jim Doyle: Nice record I think the various shadows work.

Dave Greenwood: Really good effort of a subject in a museum, it isn't always easy to get decent shots as folk are coming up behind you etc.

Colin Hubbard: The Image: A difficult shot to get and, despite a wide aperture, everything in focus. As it stands, a good image of what was there but if it were
mine and I had the time, I would do a bit more editing. By cutting out the sculpture, including its circular base, most of the shadows would be retained but the
distracting distortions of the display case would be gone. Was it really this colour or does it need a white balance shift to correct tungsten lighting? The
Sculpture: Although I am not a sculptor, I think that the reductive quality of the spatial relationships contextualize a participation in the critical dialogue of the 90s.

Andy Spencer: One for Rick this perhaps? Anyway a nice capture of an interesting piece of "Art" There is some good orange mellow lighting on this which helps
create the shadows which give it some depth.



Image 08 - Ian Bramwell Title: Gotham City Police
Camera: Make withheld
Lens: Make withheld 24-105mm at 85mm
ISO: 100
Shutter speed:1/350
Aperture: f/5.6
I took this photograph last year whilst on a visit to
Liverpool. The purpose of the visit was to see the
Linda McCartney photographic exhibition at the
Walker Art Gallery. Coincidently on that weekend,
filming was taking place nearby for the next Batman
movie. I’ve processed this image just for a little bit of
fun. I wanted to create a gritty and grungy image as
I’m certain that is how Gotham City is in reality. For
this image I used Photoshop in conjunction with the
Nik Colour Efex plug-in. I applied several of the Nik
pre-sets which I tweaked and also used layer masks
to limit the effects to specific areas. Whilst I wouldn’t
normally do this sort of process, it was instructional to
see how different parts of the image could be
changed by use of the pre-sets. These techniques
could be usefully applied to many diverse images.

Colin Ellison: Ian has achieved the desired effect and the
scene is well balanced with the three vehicles. The only
thoughts I have is the kerbstone on the front right should

be removed by either cropping a little first and then cloning. I was also distracted by the blue line in the shadows above the left hand motorcycle.

Rick Cowley: I recognised the buildings in the background as being in Liverpool, but it’s the beaten-up police car that really attracts the eye. Presumably the car
and bikes were there already, and you added the grunge, with great effect! Or did you add them yourself? I must admit I have never got round to visiting Gotham
City so I couldn’t really say how grungy it is in reality, but it’s certainly an ”arresting” shot!

Jim Doyle: Looks like a film preset but it works with this image.

Dave Greenwood: Looking at an image that's so different from your usual topics, Its good to get out of your comfort zone and try different stuff, even the
aggressive treatment in post is good fun to try. I think you have achieved the grungy look here.

Colin Hubbard: It might have been processed for ‘a bit of fun’ but it’s worked exceptionally well. Considering the state of the car I suppose that it was the only
sort of treatment that was appropriate. I must ask Ian exactly where it was as I intend to go there on my next visit to Liverpool. The filming will have finished but
I’d like to make a montage of those panels in the building behind. Just one point from Ian’s description; sorry to disillusion you Ian but Gotham City isn’t real!

Tom Moore: I like the grunge effect. Nicely sharp including the sculped images on the background wall. Worth the time spent ?

Andy Spencer: I think this editing works very well on this photo giving it a cinematic feel. With Gotham being a crime ridden cess pit you wonder which police
force would be busier Liverpool or Gotham? Well captured and very well processed.


